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The Legal Lines aims to be the most innovative law firm by establishing long-term

and friendly relationships with its valued clients, based on the principles of honesty,

reciprocity, trust and the highest standards of professional ethics. By adopting new

and modern models for the delivery of legal services, we are striving to redefine the

role that a law firm and a lawyer plays in an emerging market in order to achieve

truly exceptional results for the clients. The Legal Lines believes in absolute

commitment to the representation of our clients interests and take pride in

protecting the right of our clients. Thorough legal research and case preparation,

honest, dedicated advice and experienced advocacy based on an in-depth

knowledge of the law are the hallmarks of The Legal Lines team. The sole measures

of our success are concrete results and clients satisfaction. The provision of a broad

range of legal services to such a diverse clientele allows us to bring innovations

towards solving complex legal issues. The solutions we provide to our clients are

comprehensive, innovative and most importantly viable. The Legal Lines has the

expertise in Trademark, Copyright and Patents Registration from Intellectual

Property Organization (IPO), Consultancy and Litigation regarding their

infringement. We also provide a complete guide for new Start Ups like new

company registration and consultancy, SECP cases, inquiries and replies of notices.

Our team also has experienced team for dealing family cases i.e. Divorce, Khula,

Child Custody, Maintenance, Second Marriage. Another area of our expertise is

Taxation Laws as The Legal Lines has best experienced team for Income Tax Filing,
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and Appellate Tribunal and filing of Writ Petitions in High Court. This blend of

exceptionally trained and experienced team coupled with an in-depth knowledge of

the laws places us in a unique position in the market.
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